FAITH ....

Boston Avenue Methodist church in Tulsa, Okla., is one of the most impressive houses of worship in the nation, and ranks in the top ten in membership and budget.
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This is the oldest church in continuous existence in Oklahoma. It was established by the Indians and Missionaries near Mllerton, Okla., in 1846. It is still being used as a Presbyterian church.

Oklahomans are a church-going people. Whether it's a little rock building, or an ultra-modern structure covering an entire city block, many of them will be found in the churches of their choice every Sunday.
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Courage, enthusiasm and a deep and abiding faith in God sustained settlers in Oklahoma Territory during the first lean years while they developed the claims they staked during the landruns.

This faith did not diminish as Oklahoma moved away from the pioneer society to take her place among the most progressive states in the Union.

Our Company, too, is built upon faith — faith in God, country and our fellowman.

Past, present and future — it is the cornerstone of our organization.
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Over a Quarter of a Century of Insurance Service